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Subject: Extent and quantification of fraud (and misuse) of EU funds

A study published by Parliament in December 2011 entitled ‘How does organised crime misuse EU 
funds?’ states that ‘[t]he conclusion is that little information on how and to what extent organised 
crime misuse EU funds is available from OLAF, Europol, Eurojust and ECA’ and that ‘[t]he question of 
the extent of the misuse of EU funds – including VAT fraud – by organised crime is, based on the 
available information, impossible to answer’. The issue was confirmed and highlighted by Wim 
Wensink, from Price Waterhouse Coopers, at a recent hearing organised by Parliament’s CRIM 
committee on 24 September 2012. 

Furthermore, the extent of fraud in general, whether committed by organised crime or not, seems to 
be open to different interpretations. The proposal for a directive on the fight against fraud to the 
Union’s financial interests by means of criminal law (2012/0193(COD)) states that suspected fraud 
amounts to EUR 600 million annually, while the report on the protection of the European Union’s 
financial interests-Fight against fraud-Annual (2010), which the directive refers to, estimates that fraud 
amounts to EUR 478 million for the same year. Furthermore, at the CRIM committee meeting 
mentioned above, an OLAF representative estimated costs of fraud in 2011 at EUR 404 million. 

In light of the proposal for a directive (2012/0193(COD)), which is about to be discussed in the 
Parliament, the following questions and appropriate responses bear significance: 

– Does the EC have reliable and detailed information and data on the extent of fraud and misuse of 
EU funds (committed by organised crime)? 

– If such data does exist, why is the information not shared by the competent agencies (e.g. 
Europol, Eurojust, OLAF) with researchers preparing study reports for Parliament?

– Why is the EC drafting legislative proposals on combating and preventing fraud without prior 
knowledge as to the extent of the policy issue, without identifying the key actors (i.e. potential 
perpetrators) responsible for the issue, and without clearly defining the terms used in the field 
(e.g. fraud, misuse, irregularity)?

– If the data is not available, is the EC ready to investigate the extent of the penetration and 
misuse of EU funds by organised crime with a specific analysis?


